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Books with wheels! Each vehicle has four wheels so little drivers can take them anywhere.
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This book lasted 4 days with my son, age 1. The pages are joined by a very narrow binding so it can

be damaged easily. That said, I am back to buy my second book because it is such a great

toy/book. This time I am going to reinforce the pages somehow.

Not only is this book filled with colorful pictures to spark any child's imagination, it is also a good

size for little hands to carry. It's a perfect book to take along on long trips to keep little minds busy

trying to spot like motorcycles on the road. Both of my children loved it - my daughter as well as my

son.

My 15 month old son loves books, motorcycles and has a facination with wheels. This book has it

all!! His face lit up when I gave it to him. It's a perfect size for him to carry around and he has barely

put it down yet! He has wheeled it all over the place and it stands up on it's own. I couldn't have

asked for a better gift for him. We have "read" it back to back numerous times because he can't get

enough. As for someones complaint about the flimsy binding I don't see how it could be sturdier

because it does only have a few pages in it. So I will probably have to reinforce it with packing tape

if we get to that point. But if your little one loves motorcycles then this is a solid winner.



My toddlers (2-3) loved it, though they destroyed it several times, but there are 12 of them for up to

11 hours a day... Went perfectly with our wheels theme across the company. Very few words, but

great photos of different types of motorcycles. The boys wore it out driving it around and pressing it

down too.

I bought this and the similar dump truck book for my 15 month old. I know the back of the book says

"Choking Hazard, not for kids under 3 years old" but my son is always supervised when he plays

with these books, so if it breaks and small parts end up loose, we'll catch them before he can choke

on them.This and the dump truck book completely absorb my son's attention. He rolls them around

on their wheels, lays down on his belly to "read" and study them, and makes revving engine noises

when he plays with them. We took the motorcycle book with us to a doctors appointment where we

had to wait over an hour to see the doctor and it kept him occupied for much of the time. He's more

interested in the motorcycle book than the dump truck book, I think mainly because he sees more

motorcycles (his dad has a few) and one of his first words was "bike" so he gets excited about being

able to say the word for what he is looking at.My husband, who works in the motorcycle industry and

is mad about motorcycles himself says that a lot of thought went into the motorcycle book -- the

motorcycles pictured in it are a great representative collection of bikes. That's high praise from

him!!We love these books and recommend them.

I bought multiple books in the Wheelie Book series. They are board books and most have wheels

that turn. My grandson loves them because he is a fanatic about trucks and cars. Not much of a

story line but more pictures of different vehicles with their names and some info on each. My

grandson loved this because grandpa has a bike. I would recommend.

Got this for my 2 year old son and he loves it! It's very basic. Just pictures of different types of

motorcycles with the name of type of motorcycle it is. Its in the shape of a motorcycle with actual

wheels. Double bonus! Book and toy!

I bought 2 of these books by accident. I gave both of them to little boys under a year old. They both

love the book because of the motorcycle and they like to push it a long and make motor sounds. I

would recommend it for any little kids who like cars and motorcycles.
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